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Overview

(1) A (quick) refresher on TPMs and anti-circumvention law

(2) Content TPMs (copyright works)

- Report on current research project (Katherine Silins)

(3) Device TPMs (embedded software)

- Repair (Bill C-244) 

- Interoperability (Bill C-294)

(4) Some takeaways from the Blacklocks Reporter decision 
(1395804 Ontario Ltd. (Blacklock’s Reporter) v Canada (Attorney General), 2024 FC 829)

(5) Q&A



(1) A (quick) refresher on TPMs and 

anti-circumvention law



digital locks
copy controls
technological protection measures
copy protection
digital rights management
access controls
copy prevention
secure content delivery systems
electronic rights management
digital access management
content lock



The Origins of Anti-Circumvention Law
WIPO World Copyright Treaty (1996), Article 11

“Contracting states shall provide adequate legal protection and 
effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective 
technological measures that are used by authors in connection 
with the exercise of their rights under this Treaty or the Berne 
Convention and that restrict acts, in respect of their works, which 
are not authorized by the authors concerns or permitted by law.”



Ambiguities left by the WCT’s Article 11

what kinds of activities constitute “circumvention”?

does “adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies” include criminal penalties? 
can legal protections come from other areas of law (e.g., competition law)?

should circumvention be treated as copyright infringement, or a sui generis offence?

what are “effective technological measures”?

does “…used by authors in connection with the exercise of their rights…and 
restrict acts, in respect of their works…which are not authorized…” mean that 
TPMs must prevent infringement to be “effective”?

is there a mens rea (knowledge/intent) requirement?

how do exceptions and limitations or fair dealing apply?

do rightsholders have to give notice of their use of TPMs?

Japan

UK / US

Switzerland

Australia, Cyprus, Germany, etc

EU vs. DMCA approaches

Slovenia



Technological Protection Measures
Canada’s implementation of the WCT’s Article 11

According to the Act (s. 41)

“technological protection measure” means 

“any effective technology, device or component that, in the ordinary course of its 
operation…controls access to a work…”

Prohibitions
• circumvention, 
• offering circumvention services; or 
• manufacturing, distributing circumvention tools.

“Circumvent” means “…to descramble a scrambled work or decrypt an encrypted work 
or to otherwise avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate or impair the technological protection 
measure”



Exceptions permitting TPM circumvention
s.41

(1) Law enforcement for the purposes of national security

(2) “interoperability” (more on this later on)

(3) encryption research

(4) to prevent personal information collection

(5) to aid persons with perceptual disabilities (to allow accessibility)

(6) broadcasting a protected work

(7) to access a telecommunication signal using radio equipment



(2) Content TPMs



Common Externalities of Content TPMs

Barriers to digital archiving & preservation e.g., original media deteriorates or becomes 

obsolete, format shifting may be restricted by 

TPMs

Inaccessibility of content for persons with 

disabilities

Conversion of digital content into accessible 

formats may be restricted by TPMs

Interference with fair dealing TPMs may practically impede users from 

engaging in fair dealing activities

Obsolescence of TPM technology or 

devices used to access purchased content

TPMs or proprietary formats themselves may 

no longer be supported, resulting in premature 

obsolescence and inaccessibility

Fragmentation of content access Lack of standardisation of TPM technologies 

may create challenges for providing access to 

digital content, leading to increased costs and 

inefficiencies



Report on current research project
Katherine Silins



Overview

• Semi-structured virtual interviews via MS Teams

• Canadian participants, no international participants

• Interviews March 2024 – July 2024

Research Project

This could be you!

Stay tuned!

How do you 

perceive the 

balance between 

copyright protection 

through TPMs and 

the promotion of 

public-interest 

uses, such as 

research and 

education?



Interview Subjects

• Mostly people at this conference!

Research Project

Copyright Officer

Digital Assets Librarian

Law Librarian

University Administrator

Research gap: information technology professionals!



Question Areas 

• Participant Background

• Familiarity and Experience with TPMs

• Impact on Access, Use and Preservation

• Social and Educational Implications

• Navigating Challenges

• Circumvention

• Suggestions for Improvement

Research Project

How would you define a technological protection measure?



Common Threads

• Frustrations with contracting out of a lawful use of copyright works 

• There are “bad” TPMs (can’t print) and “good” TPMs (enabling CDL)

• Preference for unlimited access instead of limiting temporal or concurrent users

• Marrakesh Treaty assists providing accessible content for perceptual disabilities

• Gradual return to analog material for preservation

• Students are in the know about circumvention!

• Harvard Business Review heavily inaccessible due to extreme TPMs

Research Project



Emerging Threads

• COVID-19 pandemic as an accelerant for CDL (Hathi Trust, Internet Archive, Open Library)

• Technical ability to circumvent TPMs exists pending institutional go-ahead

• Circumvention is human-powered instead of software solutions 

• More journals becoming subscription-based, textbooks becoming rentals

• Challenges with inter-library loans with digital content 

• Encounters with TPMs to prevent text and data mining 

Research Project



Interested in Participating?

You still have two weeks!

- Conducting interviews until 5 Jul 24 

Schedule at: 

https://calendly.com/katherinesilins/

or send me an email at 

Katherine.Silins@dal.ca

There is only one “L” in my last name!

Research Project

https://calendly.com/katherinesilins/
mailto:Katherine.Silins@dal.ca


(3) Device TPMs



Device TPMs
What is the connection to copyright?



Device TPMs
What is the connection to copyright?



Device TPMs
TPMs and access to device software



(3) Device TPMs: Repair



TPMs and the #RightToRepair

• Circumventing TPMs protecting embedded system software 
may be necessary for a number of repair activities, such as:

• To obtain diagnostic information;

• Co-verification or “activation” of replacement parts;

• To enable non-OEM components to operate with the 
device; and

• To correct software errors which prevent proper 
functioning of the device.

• Rarely do these activities require reproduction or 
distribution of software.

Impacts



TPMs and the #RightToRepair
Scope of devices and industries



TPMs and the #RightToRepair
Scope of devices and industries



Bill C-244, An Act to amend the Copyright Act (diagnosis, maintenance 
and repair)

“Paragraph 41.1(1)(a) does not apply to a 
person who circumvents a technological 
protection measure that controls access to a 
computer program if the person does so for 
the sole purpose of diagnosing, maintaining 
or repairing a product in which the 
computer program is embedded.”

Status: Currently before Senate 

committee. Bill will be studied 

further, reported on, and a final 

reading will take place before 

Royal Assent (likely Fall/Winter 

2024).

Copyright (TPMs)



Bill C-244, An Act to amend the Copyright Act (diagnosis, maintenance 
and repair)

“Paragraph 41.1(1)(a) does not apply to a 
person who circumvents a technological 
protection measure that controls access to a 
computer program if the person does so for 
the sole purpose of diagnosing, maintaining 
or repairing a product in which the 
computer program is embedded.”

Statutory prohibitions
• circumvention, 
• offering circumvention 

services; or 
• manufacturing, distributing 

circumvention tools.

Copyright (TPMs)



(3) Device TPMs: Interoperability



Nintendo v King, 2017 FC 246
Unlawful circumvention & interoperability

Defendant “GoCyberShopping” is a retailer of game consoles 
and offers “mod chip” installation services

“Mod chips” allow some Nintendo consoles to play games 
and content unauthorised by Nintendo, including infringing 
copies of games

GoCyberShopping did not directly infringe any of Nintendo’s 
games or software

Nintendo successfully sued and received $22-million CAD in 
damages, including statutory, special, and punitive damages 
for unauthorised circumvention of TPMs



Nintendo v King, 2017 FC 246
Unlawful circumvention & interoperability

“[T]here are legitimate paths for developers to develop software on 
its consoles without circumventing the applicant’s TPMs. There is no 
need for any TPM circumvention to achieve interoperability.”

• High bar (necessity?) for interoperability exception to apply

“It is apparent that Parliament intended access control TPMs to 
extend beyond TPMs that merely serve as barriers to copying.”

• Broad definition of TPM; not limited to a transformation of the 
work. “…shape of Nintendo’s came cards is an effective measure 
for controlling access to the [works].”



(Existing) TPM Interoperability Exception
s.41.12

“Paragraph 41.1(1)(a) does not apply to a person who owns a 
computer program or a copy of one…and who circumvents a 
technological protection measure that protects that program or copy 
for the sole purpose of obtaining information that would allow the 
person to make the program and any other computer program 
interoperable.”



TPMs & Interoperability



Bill C-294, An Act to amend the Copyright Act (interoperability)

“Paragraph 41.1(1)(a) does not apply to a 
person who circumvents a technological 
protection measure that protects a lawfully 
obtained computer program for the purpose 
of…obtaining information that would allow the 
person to make the program or a device in 
which it is embedded interoperable with any 
other computer program, device, or 
component…”

Status: Currently before Senate 

committee. Bill will be studied 

further, reported on, and a final 

reading will take place before 

Royal Assent (likely Fall/Winter 

2024).

Proposed device TPM interoperability exception



(4) Takeaways from the 

Blacklocks Reporter 

decision



Blacklock’s Reporter v Canada (AG), 2024 FC 
829

• BR is a subscription-based news company focused 
on the Ottawa political scene

• A Parks Canada employee purchased a subscription 
using an institutional credit card

• Only one type of subscription was available

• User was not asked to acknowledge Terms & 
Conditions when subscribing

• Parks Canada employee shared the password within 
their office and other employees accessed articles

• BR sued in part for unauthorized circumvention of 
their TPM (i.e., a password)

Overview



Blacklock’s Reporter v Canada (AG), 2024 FC 
829

On whether passwords are TPMs:

The Court (Roy J):

• [T]here is no circumvention of a TPM…because the 
password was not circumvented; it was properly obtained 
and used for a legitimate purpose.” (para 120)

• [T]he Court declines to address [the issue of whether] a 
password, as such, is a technological protection 
measure…because...the password was in fact used.” 
(para 70)

• “…there was no ‘hacking’…the password was not 
discovered by force, whether that be trial and error or 
otherwise” (para 111)

• “…using a validly obtained password to access content is 
not circumvention” (para 125)

Judgment: 31 May 2024



Blacklock’s Reporter v Canada (AG), 2024 FC 
829

On the status of fair dealing:

The Court (Roy J):

• Fair dealing and TPMs co-exist “in some harmony so 
long as the dealing is fair”, which includes… “how 
access to the work has been accomplished and the 
use of the content that followed” (para 131)

• “[H]ow the password was obtained is significant as 
this may prevent a user from invoking the fair dealing 
provisions of the Act. Obtaining content by 
descrambling a signal or decrypting a communication 
may render invoking fair dealing very difficult to 
establish successfully” (para 125)

Judgment: 31 May 2024



Blacklock’s Reporter v Canada (AG), 2024 FC 
829

Main takeaways:

• Sharing a validly obtained password to protected content 
is not “circumvention”

• Fair dealing must be “accounted for” in considering TPM 
provisions (big win!), but deliberate circumvention/hacking 
may prevent users from invoking fair dealing to begin with

• No clarity on whether a password may be considered a 
TPM

• Offers guidance for unsophisticated TPMs where 
alternatives to circumvention exist, but presence of Terms 
& Conditions will be highly relevant

• Unlikely to have any impact on negative externalities of 
device TPMs (activities not covered by fair dealing)

Judgment: 31 May 2024
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